Why should I go to the Spring Careers Fair?

The Spring Careers Fair is open to everyone!

It’s your chance to meet employers and organisations who have Diversity and Equality as core values, many recruiting now for graduate roles or placements!

Whether you are at the Evaluate, Explore or Enact stage of your career journey, or even if you don’t know yet, there’s something for everyone.

If I am at the **Evaluate** stage, after this event I will...

• Be more aware of how my career aspirations fit with these employers
• Learn how these employers can help my career journey
• Be better informed when evaluating my career options

If I am at the **Explore** stage, after this event I will...

• Better understand how these employers embrace Diversity and Equality and what that could mean for me
• Learn what a successful applicant looks like to these employers
• Be better informed when exploring my next steps

If I am at the **Enact** stage, after this event I will...

• Be aware of the variety of jobs these employers are currently advertising
• Understand their recruitment processes
• Identify Diversity and Equality insights for the career of my choosing and how they influence and define an employer
• Be better informed when applying